Module 1 – Introduction to ASME BPVC and Section IV
- ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPVC)
- BPVC publication information
- ASME Certification Mark
- Scope and organization of Section IV

Module 2 – Part HG General Requirements for all materials of construction
- Part HG general requirements for construction of heating boilers

Module 3 – Part HF Requirements for boilers constructed of Wrought Materials
- Part HF requirements for boilers construction of wrought materials

Module 4 – Parts HC and HA Requirements for boilers constructed of Cast Iron (HC) and Cast Aluminum (HA)
- Parts HC and HA requirements for boilers constructed of cast iron and cast aluminum

Module 5 – Part HLW Requirements for Potable Water Heaters
- Part HLW requirements for potable water heaters